
Finally, Dog Steps Designed for Dogs 

Now available are the exciting new Good Steps® brand dog steps. These unique, patent pending 

dog steps are designed just for canines and allow you to adjust the settings 100's of ways in 

order to achieve the safest and most comfortable configuration for your dog at every step of life. 

Why Your Next Dog Steps Should Be Good Steps 
Customizable and Adjustable to fit Your Dog's Special Needs 

Dogs come in literally dozens and dozens of different sizes, shapes, physical abilities, differing 

agilities, health conditions and other needs. Yet the typical pet stairs, or "pet steps", offer a one-

size-fits-all approach to handle all those different types of dogs. Doesn't make sense, does it? 

 

Now, imagine, a set of dog stairs which can adjust with your dog from puppy hood through their 

senior years and help them reach a variety of special spots from their favorite spot on the couch 

to that dog heaven, the bed… comfortably and safely....through all the twists that life may throw 

at them. Neat, huh?... Well, that is just what the dog loving folks at Good Steps have created. 

 

Adjusts to Any Dog 
Over 100 Settings Adjust from Puppies to Seniors and Pocket Dogs to Poodles 
Now available are the exciting new Good Steps brand dog steps. These unique, patent pending 

dog steps are designed just for canines and allow you to adjust the settings 100's of ways to 

achieve the safest and most comfortable configuration for your dog at every step of life. 

One could say Good Steps are for dog owners everywhere, and they are... but, really, Good 

Steps are clearly designed for the benefit of dogs, plain and simple. 

Which dogs can benefit from these new dog stairs? According to the claims and the videos on the 

GoodSteps.dog website, just about every dog can make use of these. Although the real benefits 

seem most enjoyed by small to medium size dogs, one person used the Good Steps for their 

elderly 75 lb. Lab with great success. 
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PRESS 

To learn more about Good Steps visit the website or contact us directly. We also have made available for you a Media 

Room with prepared articles, F.A.Q. Information, and a gallery of images you may use. 

 

Website: GoodSteps.dog    Give-Away Contest: https://goodsteps.dog/win-good-steps.htm 

Direct Phone: 435-640-5882 cell   Press Contact Email:  CBDB@GoodSteps.dog 

Media Room: https://goodsteps.dog/newsroom.htm  Videos:  https://goodsteps.dog/video-test-dogs.htm 

https://goodsteps.dog/about-good-steps.htm
https://goodsteps.dog/dog-steps-for-small-dogs-and-puppies.htm
https://goodsteps.dog/about-good-steps.htm

